STREET SWEEPER OPERATOR

DEFINTION

Under supervision, operates a motor driven street sweeper in assigned areas.

SUPERVISION RECEIVED/EXERCISED

Receives supervision from the Division Manager or designee. No supervision exercised.

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

Street Sweeper Operator is a journey level class in which incumbents operate a motor driven street sweeper to clean City streets and gutters in an assigned area. Incumbents may be assigned to any eight-hour shift. This class is distinguished from the Street Sweeper Lead Operator in that the latter is the advanced working/lead level class in the Street Sweeper Operator series.

EXAMPLES OF IMPORTANT AND ESSENTIAL DUTIES

May include, but are not limited to, the following:

Operates a motor driven street sweeper in an assigned area to clean streets and gutters.

Services, cleans and makes minor adjustments/repairs to the street sweeper.

Cleans storm drains and gutters.

May lead unskilled workers engaged in street and gutter cleaning.

Keeps daily records of work performed.

Performs related duties as required.

JOB RELATED AND ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS

Knowledge of:

Street and gutter cleaning operations and equipment.

Skills to:

Operate a motor vehicle safely.

Ability to:
Make minor adjustments/repairs of sweeping equipment in the field.

Follow written and oral instructions.

Follow established safety procedures in the operation of a motor driven street sweeper.

Establish and maintain effective working relationships with those contacted in the performance of duties.

**MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS**

One year of experience in the operation of construction, agricultural and related equipment with complex operating requirements.

**Special Requirement(s):**

Must possess a valid Commercial Class B California Driver’s License without airbrake restriction at time of application and maintain the appropriate license for the entire term of employment in this class.
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